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Introduction

The manner in which the continuous variation may be partitioned
into various components and the way in which these may be appor
tioned to fit certain experimental populations are of considerable

. interest to the plant or animal breeder. When two true breeding
strains (or strains • sufficiently inbred to be taken as true breeding)
differing significantly in respect of the character under study are
available,- experiments based on different mating systems can be designed
to yield a^ great multiplicity of statistics for the estimation of various
components of continuous variation. The biometrical analysis in
such a case, as suggested by Mather (1949), depends on the availability
of a scale on which the genie effects are simply additive on the average
and •on which the contribution made by the environmental" effects are
independent of the genotype. Allowance is, however, made for the
lack of additiveness due to dominance action of the genes by the
inclusion' of a special term in the analysis but the elfects of epistatic
and genotype X environment interactions are assumed to have been
eliminated or minimised by proper scaling. • The partitioning of the
total observed variation is then into three components, viz., (i) additive
genetic (or simply genie), (ii) dominance and (iii) environmental.
It may not, however, always be possible to find a scale which wholly
removes the non-additiveness in effect due to epistatic and genotype x
environment interactions. It is, therefore, necessary to take into
account these effects by including further terms in the analysis. The
partitioning of the total variation would then lead to two additional
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components, viz., (i) epistatic and (ii) genotype X environmental, the
latter being further capable of breaking down into three components
corresponding to three partitions of the genotype, viz., genie, dominance
and epistasis. Hayman and Mather (1955) studied the case when
effects due to epistasis are taken into account but the effects due to
genotype X environment interactions are left out whereas Mather
and Jones (1958) studied the case when effects due to genotype X
environment interactions are considered but the effects due to epistasis
are assumed to be absent. In this paper both these effects are con
sidered simultaneously and the resulting components of the continuous
variation are described.

2. , Description of the Parameters

With two gene pairs A-a and B-b, there are nine genotypes out
of which four' are homozygotes, four single heterozygotes and one
double heterozygote. If we consider a F2 derived from the initial
cross between two true breeding strains observed under two environ
ments P and Q there are eighteen situations possible and seventeen
parameters will be necessary to describe completely the differences
among the eighteen phenotypes. Four of these parameters are the
usual genetic quantities <r/„, /?„ and As defined by Mather (1949)

measures the effect of phenotypic difference between the homozygotes
and h„ measures the phenotypic comparison of heterozygote with the
mean of the two homozygotes for the gene pair A-a when the other
gene pair is averaged out. Similarly, c/j and Aj can be defined. Four
other parameters are /„6/, _/j/„ and //^j corresponding to digenic
interactions as defined by Hayman and Mather (1955). The ninth
parameter is representing the difference between the two environ
ments, being the amount by which the phenotype in environment P
when averaged over genotypes exceeds and that in environment g
similarly falls short of the overall mean. The interactions of the
eight parameters with comparison can be represented by the remain
ing eight-parameters The
two sets of eight parameters are independent of one another and
within a set also the parameters are. independent of each other. With
these parameters, the eighteen phenotypes of observed in two
environments P and Q can be described as shown in Table I.

The above description can be extended to cover cases of more
than two gene pairs, provided digenic interactions are only considered
as a first approximation to trigenic and other higher order interactions.
Another gene difference represented by C—c when added brings in

4
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Table I

Eighteen phenotypes from nine genotypes in two environments

\
\ Environ-

\ ment
Geno- \
type . \ '

P

-0

AABB •• 2 S/o) ~l~ Xh.ali[
• . ±{gda;\-8ai^+SiaiU— + +

AABb .... +

AAbb • .. [Sa^dy—iay—̂ {ja/ii'~jli/a)~'r^l/at]
'± \g<la^ - ill, - SiayU ~ i + +

AaBB .. . .

± lgl,a,+ gai,+^Sii/a, - + .

AciBb . . \]la + +?^/ali]
± [gl,a^+ghj,,+i gl/„„+^l]

Aabb •• {ha —(h —^jua —ihai]
± Igi^a, - Sdb-iSn/H "" ^Snai^+e:^]

aciBB .. [—— /aS/+-2 C7o/6 —A/o) + i^/as]
± {—gda^+gdi, —gialW^^^Siali, " gh!+^SVal,'̂

aciBb •• [~di,-'t-hj,— ija/b ~ iKn]

aabb [—— <^6+'a6/+i(io/6+7i/a)+;K/cs]
± [-gia, - g<lb+gial/,+ i ^giah,+giT,la)+^gllal,+^T\

Fi Mean + Vh} ±

;Vo^e—Environment P will be having + ve sign whereas Q will behaving - ve
sign.

. a further d,, h„ ha., h.„h/c, Jc/v, hi. To accommodate their
interactions with the environment, a further set of' g's, i.e., ga^^,

a tr., e. , .SiH,gii^ , can be introduced. These
^Wi' Sidlci' "''"1 ° '
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g's will be as independent of one another in their contribution to
variances as are the various d's, h's, i's, fs and /'s.

Turning to the case of more than two environments it can be seen
that, whatever may be their number, their differences are expressible
by a series of orthogonal comparisons equal in number to the degrees
of freedom between them. In case of two environments there is only
one comparison as seen above and represented by e^. Three environ
ments will yield two parameters and 63 and so on for more than
three environments. The average phenotypes of the different environ
ments can be combined in a variety of ways giving appropriate sets
of orthogonal comparisons.' As pointed out by Mather and Jones
(1958), we may choose any one set of comparisons whichever is the
most convenient for representing environmental differences. As
long as the comparisons in a set are orthogonal to one another, the
sum of squares will necessarily be equal to the sum of squares of
deviations of the environmental means from the general mean. The
number of g's will increase as the number of environments is increased.
With two environmental comparisons and e^, the interaction
parameters with these will be represented by g„^^,
Slalti' Sifali' ^^"2 '̂'02' Sjah^i Siila^ ^-^d It
is thus seen that with more environments, the total number of para
meters will increase manifold. For instance, when the nine genotypes
of a -Fo are observed in four environments there will be thirty-six
phenotypes and in all there will be thirty-five parameters representing
differences among these phenotypes.

3. Contribution of Interaction to Variation

When, the chances of occurrence of the various genotypes are the
same in all environments the overall mean phenotype will be inde
pendent of the genotype X environment interactions represented by
g items. The effects of the interaction on the phenotypic variances
can be illustrated from the case of two gene differences in two environ
ments P and Q as given in Table I.

The variance of a line pure for AABB genotype over two environ-
. ments is given by:

[fil + Si„^+ —'zSialb^ —i Sil/a, + i '
+ [da +• dy + \ haiY
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when taken'around zero. In a similar way the variances of various
homozygotes and heterozygotes can be obtained.- These variances
are given in Table II.

Table II ' - ..

Variances of homozygotes and heterozygotes

Genotype

A ABB

AABb

AAbb

AaBB

AaBb

Aabb

aaBB

cuiBb

aabb

Variances when taken about zero

[^4 + <^S + 'o1/~2 0'art+./s/a) + \haiV'
+ {^l-¥gda^+ Sdi^+gi„U^ —^iSiali^+ghla)

[da+ ^h+^ialV — + + —4^1/alJ"

[^4 ^6 'al/ 2 Ua/i Jl/n) ~1~ ^
+ [Sl+gaa^ ~gil^ giat/^ ~ i (gi„/t„ ~ gib/a,)+igl/„l,J^

[ha +di + xiT,/a —\hal,V'+[ei+glia^+ g4y^+ jgij,l„—\gllaij}^

[/'o +^6 + [fil +gl,„^ -\-gl,„^+ \gMaiy

[ha —di —i/s/o —\llaiV +[e-i.+ g},a~gdTj—^giya~''*gllahy

[—da-\-dj, —'„b/ + "i'O'a/1 —7s/e) + ^hauY
+ [ei—gd„^+gay—gialj,^+^ (gh/l>~ gWa) + -igUah)"

[^d„ —^^6 + 'a!)/ + TO'a/6 + ./i/o) + U/alT

+ [^l —gda—gdi^^-giail^+ ^igilal^-^ gih/a) + ^ gVah^"^

A familiar type of experiment used for the estimation of com
ponents of variation is to cross two true breeding strains and make
intercrossing between the resulting F^'s (or self in case of plants
practising self-fertilization) which leads to generation. This F^
generation can be selfed to give F^ generations in case of plants prac
tising self-fertilization or it can be crossed by taking pairs of individuals
at random from it giving rise to biparental progenies (BIP). In.
case of plants it can also give maternal progenies (MAT) obtained by
exposing mother plants to the pollen of other plants. Such an experi
ment leads to multiplicity of second degree statistics containing
information about the various components of variation. In particular,
we may derive expressions for (c) variance of parents considered as
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genetically pure, (b) variance of Fi, (c) variance ofF2, (d) variances in
Fs generation, (e) variances in BIP generation, and (/) variances in
MAT generation.

(a) Mean variance of true breeding parents'. {kiVp^ + Vp^}: With
two gene differences, there can be two types of parental crosses
(a) 'Associated', i.e., AABB Xaabb and {b) 'Dispersed', i.e., AAbb XaaBB.
In the former case, using the results given in Table II, the variance is
given by

(ei + giali,+ gdi, - i (gja/l,, +

whereas in the latter case it is given by

kSvia)^ + [Sia^ " ~ ^

the variances having been taken around their own means.

The two types of situation enumerated above can, however, be
described in one way if parameters and f,, are introduced- to indicate
the association of the genes in the parents. and are positive
unity when the first parent contains the positive homozygote of the
corresponding gene and negative unity, when the second parent con
tains the positive homozygote. The mean variance of the parents
can then be expressed as

^a^b + igl/al)^+[Sda^^a+gii,^l —J (gh/V^^a+gii/a,^l>)V

With more than two gene differences-this expression would: take
the form

[fi + gu+ ^gl '̂̂ + 'ga, - Sid'

where and gi, are pooled effects of corresponding
interactions as defined below: ,

ga-^ ~ Z gii Z giai/i
„ o<6

gj, = -2 E Sh = Z Slla\-
a<h "O

Bringing in more than two environments would lead to the general
expression.

+(Vp^ -h Vp,) = S (,eu + g,-,+ i S"!,)' + S iga, - gi,y-
k ' • '
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since

2" + gik + i g'ift) ^ (Sdji —gjj) =
ft fc _

summation being . over different, environmental comparisons.

(b) Variance of (Vpi) '•—The would contain uniformly AaBb
genotypes with two gene differences. The variance, according to
Table II, is given by [ei + i •• when taken about
its own mean over the • environments. With several gene differences,
this variance would take the form

where

[ei +

glti ^ ' gl^ ^
a ' a<Z)

Taking into account several environments we get

Tc

= V.(e+fft+Ji?!) (2)

(c) Variance of fg: In -^2. the nine genotypes listed in
Table. II occur in the proportion 1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1. The
contribution of two gene differences when two environments are only
considered can,. therefore, be obtained by rnultiplying the expressions
for variances about the origin zero given, in Table II by respective pro
portions and subtracting the square of overall Fj mean, i.e.,

from it. When simplified this contribution is found to be

i W + + i {hj W) + i i + j\ia)

+ tV /'/aJ +•!: + i {gl^a^ +

+ i ^^las/i+ i + S^it/a) + T^gS/aby

+ (^1 + 2?7.0j+ iSht)''-

When more than two environments are considered, this takes the
form

+ tV '2 i^gda'̂

+ .^{e+lgua+iaiii,)
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where

V,= S XtJ" since 2" Xs = 0
k ^

summation being over different environmental comparisons.

With several gene differences, Vp^ is given by

Vp^ = \D + ^H+\I+IJ+'t\L

+ iGo +• 4 + iG, + ,iGj + . (2)

where

D = 2 d:- ;
a a a<b

J = S {j\i,+j\a) ; X = ^ I'/aV
a<t

• ; G^=S V„,, ; =
0 a a<b •

G,- s (F,,_„+ r„„.) •. a, = E r„,., mi
a<h r.<l)

(d) Variance of generation; (Fp,):—In a Fg population obtained
by selling in case of plants capable of self-fertilization, the' nine
genotypes, with two gene differences, would occur in the proportions
9:6:9:6:4:6:9:6:9. As before, the contribution to Vp^ is obtained
by multiplying the expressions for variances around zero given in
Table II with the respective proportions and subtracting the square
of overall Fg mean, i.e., {\ha + + Tshai) from it. After simpli
fication, the resulting expression for any number of environments and
several gene differences is given by

Vp^ = fD' + -I- Ts ^ ^ + I^^D'

+ "I" Gj-\- -^Gj -\- Gx, + Ep^ (4)

where

D' =2; [r/„ - i • H'= 2: (/7„ - 1
aj^T) o<6

Gd' = s Gh' = z y'g,,^

Sda^y 0,1 — 2 teoiot ~t~ 4 ^
H
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^ Slia ~ ^ 4
k

E.. =V 2 gi,^y
a a<b

I, J, L, Gj, Gj and being defined as in (3).

The total variance is, however, composed of two parts F^Fg
(variance of means) and (mean variance of F^ families). If
each Fs family is consisting of a large number of individuals and the
families are distributed randomly over the environments, the variance
of F^ families would be the variance of families averaged over environ
ments. With such a design of experiment the families would have
means as shown in Table III taking for illustration only two environ
ments P and Q.

These families occur in the proportion 1:2:1:2:4:2: 1:2:1
and therefore the contribution of two gene differences to would
be obtained by multiplying the squares of the expressions for means
over the two environments given in Table III with the respective pro
portions and subtracting the square of the overall F^ mean from it.
This, on simplification, leads to

i ((h - iU)' + (/'. - i//J'

+ T6 Uh —if/aty + -SS ifalt + ./^/o) +
1 /2

' /aZ>-

With several gene differences this is expressed in the form

= + + \I+^J+^^L (5)

which is same as that obtained by Hayman & Mather (1955) without
taking into account the genotype X environment interactions.

Using

Kp.+ Kp.' Kfs is then given by

+ tV +A-/ +#2^

+ |(?o'+ t6^h' +t^ ^/+ Gl + (6)

Where the families are small in size or the individuals of each
family are kept together in an experimental design and not distributed
randomly over the environments, V^p^ would be inflated partly by
sampling variation and partly by the environmental and associated
interactive differences between their sites or plots. It may be noted
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